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Formationof FracturesAroundMagmaticIntrusions
and Their Role in Ore Localization
H. KOIDE AND S. BHATTACHARJI
Abstract

An exact solution of three-dimensionaltheory of elasticity in an infinite elastic rock
medium around magma reservoirsof variousaspectratios and the criteria of rock fracturing provide an important tool for the interpretation of the origin and nature of distribution of many ore-bearingfracture systemsaround magmatic bodiesin the world.
Theoretical analysessuggestthe conditionsand regionsof formation of (1) dominant
radial fractures, (2) dominant concentricfractures or combination of radial and concentricfractures,and (3) central subsidence(or graben)in domal uplift related to intrusions of magma bodies of various shapes and sizes. The relations of these fracture
systemsto the depositionof ore-bearingfluids are discussedin the light of excessmagma
and hydrothermal fluid pressures. Caldera subsidenceand dominant concentricfractures, such as in the San Juan Mountains mining district in Colorado, are, according
to our analyses and interpretations, related to intrusion(s) of vertically elongated
magma cupolasand high magma and hydrothermal fluid pressures. This differs from
Anderson'soriginal contention (1936) that caldera subsidenceand outward-dipping
ring fractures are due to lower relative magma pressure than lithostatic pressure.
Wedgingactionof magmaimmediatelyabovea vertically elongatedprolate magmabody
is suggestedas a causeof central graben bounded by funnel-shapednormal faults over
wide domal uplift. Displacementalong normal faults causesundergroundsubsidence
above magma cupolas. Extension of such faults close to the surface and displacement
along them can produce surface caldera subsidence. Vein-type deposits commonly
associatedwith funnel-shapedfelsic (rhyolitic) bodies may be related to near-surface
caldera subsidence. The origin of arcuate zones of breccia pipes such as in Silverton
cauldron,Colorado,appearsto be related to axial symmetricstresscondition(s) due to
vertically elongated magma body at depth.
Estimation of stressdistribution aroundspheroidaland prolate magma bodiessuggests
developmentof possiblezonal distributionof fracturesfrom the peripheryof the magma
outward in the order of (1) continuoustensionfracture zone, (2) brittle fault zone, (3)
ductile fault zone followed by no fault zone. Brittle fault and continuoustension fracture zones provide excellent sites for ore mineral localization. The zonal distribution
of fractures also suggests,in a generalway, mode of origin and possibleextent of distribution of various fracture types, hydrothermal zoning, and their alterations.

produced by magmatic upwelling or subsidence
(includingcauldronsubsidence)subsequentto the
IT is generally recognizedthat a great many primary
main
intrusion magma. It is also known that
mineral deposits are concentrated in and around
disseminated
porphyry copper deposits are most
smallstocksor cupolasof largebatholiths (Emmons,
1933, 1937; Bateman, 1951). Their close relation- commonly associated in fractures with igneous
Introduction

ships have led many to infer that the mineral

stocks or bossesof intermediate to felsic composi-

lode(s) had formed from fluids expelledfrom such tions (Emmons, 1940, p. 28). Thus, the fractures
masses. Emmons (1933, 1937, 1940) suggested
that wedging by vapor pressure produced vein
fractures in the roofs and surrounding hoods of
stocks and cupolas. Newhouse (1942), Wisser
(1960), and others have shown that structural
domes, anticlines, and fractures associated with
them, which act as areas of ore localization, are
commonly associatedwith igneous intrusion(s) or
plutons. Imai (1966) has noted that many veintype deposits in Japan are localized in fractures

which are formed due to intrusion(s) of stocks,
bosses, or cupolas of larger igneous masses, or

subsequentto magma upheaval and subsidence,
act as structural sinks for orebodies. It is, there-

fore, of great interest to exploration and economic
geologiststo know the mechanicaleffectsof various
magmatic intrusion(s) and the types and patterns
of fracturesthat are producedin the surrounding
invaded rocks, which act as hosts for mineralizing
solutionsand ore fluids. Our primary aim in this
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paper is to show, through our theoretical and
computerizedsolutions,the types and patterns of
fractures produced due to magmatic intrusion(s)
of various sizesand shapes(determinedby various
aspect ratios) and their similaritieswith ore-bearing
fractures associated with magmatic intrusions in
many important mining districts. This enables
prediction of the general form and dimensionsof
magmatic intrusionsfrom the nature of superficial
fracture patterns, and the general extent of orebearing fractures associatedwith bodies of various
dimensions, thus facilitating exploration of ore
deposits.
We alsodiscussand interpret the developmentof
various fracture patterns and the significanceof
these for structural control of ore deposits from
the viewpointsof rock mechanicsand the theory of
fractures

in rocks.

Anderson's view. Photoelastic experiments by
Durrance (1967) supported Robson and Barr's
interpretation. However, a more recent analysis
by Roberts (1970), using the same solution as
Robson and Barr (1964) but including the effect
of pore solution pressure (in addition to magma
pressure), pointed to a very different conclusion:
the cone sheets and ring dikes occupy tension
fractures formed under excess magma pressure,
while some other ring dikes occupy shear fractures
under reducedmagma pressure.
Conflictinginterpretationsof thesekinds are due
not only to the lack of exact knowledgeabout the
three-dimensional

structure

of the dikes but

also

to incomplete mechanical analyses. Although
some (Anderson, 1936, Robson and Barr, 1964,
etc.) have discussed three-dimensional fracture
patterns, their discussionshave been based essentially on two-dimensional analyses. In addition,

simple geometricforms, such as point(s), line(s),

Previous work

circular holes, etc., were assumed. for magma

In his classicwork, Anderson (1936 presented bodies. Unfortunately, in nature such perfect

a mechanical theory for the formation of cone
sheetsand ring dikes by magmatic intrusion. This
work provided a theoretical basis for later study
on fracture patterns, although in his analysis he
assumed a "point push" rather than a magma
reservoirpressure. Anderson(1938, 1951) pointed
out that extension fractures occur in a plane
normal to the direction of maximum principal stress
(i.e., to the directionof minimum compression)by
the wedging action of the magma intrusion. He
concluded

that

the

cone

sheets

fill

extension

fractures formed by the magma pressureexceeding
the lithostatic pressure,and the ring dikes occupy
shear fractures formed when the magma pressure
was lessthan the lithostatic pressure. Od(• (1957)
analyzed the effects of horizontal nonhydrostatic
stress on radial fractures around a cylindrical
magma reservoir. Garson (1959), in his analysis,
assumeda circular area of upward pressureand
obtained fracture patterns similar to those predicted by Anderson'stheory. Onda (1960) analyzed the collapseof rocks due to a circular empty
magma reservoir. He concludedthat the collapse
hypothesis might not explain the mechanism of

geometry is rarely encountered. As fractures are

formed under high stressconcentration, the shape
of the apex of the magma reservoirwhich controls
the stressconcentrationis especiallyimportant for
any

realistic theoretical solution for fracture

developmentdue to magmatic intrusion. In the
present study, we have consideredthe curvature
of the apex of the magmatic intrusion(s) of various
aspect ratios for the analysesof fracture patterns
developed in the surrounding rocks, by using a
three-dimensionaltheory of elasticity (Bhattacharji
and Koide, 1974).

Methodsof analysis

An isolated prolate magma chamber is assumed
to exist in an isotropic,homogeneous,elastic rock
body (Fig. 1). A three-dimensionalexact solution
of theory of elasticity has been obtained on the
basis that hydrostatic magma pressureacts across
the wall of the magma reservoir. As magmas
(particularly the felsic types with which many ore
depositsare associated)are generally lighter than
the surroundingrocks in the deeper level of the
calderas of dimensions smaller than 20 km, and crust, the effective stresst (a-P) is maximum at
that eruptive explosionsmay have played a domi- the top of the magma reservoir.
As fractures also occur in the areas of largest
nant role in the formation
of small calderas.
Robson and Barr (1964) studied the effects of effective stress (as discussedlater), magma resernonhydrostatic tectonic stresson a circular-shaped voirs tend to develop upward (Koide, 1974; Mogi,
magmachamber. Their study showedthat calderas 1974). Thus, a vertically elongated magma
reservoiris generally expectedto form at the deeper
were formed under tectonic horizontal
extension
(and the minimum diameter of caldera should be
• To avoid confusion, we have consideredtensile stress as
in the order of 4 km). Their interpretation that positive and effective pressure as negative. The maximum
effective stressis consideredto be synonymous with minimum
the ring dikes filled up extensionfracturesand cone effective compressire stress or minimum value of effective
sheets filled up shear fractures is contrary to pressure.
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is applicableas a first approximation. The effects
of gravity force, earth's surface, anisotropy, inelasticity, etc., are neglected in our analyses.
Despite these limitations, the results presented
below appear to be consistentwith natural occur-

Z

rences. Although numerical calculations can
supplementsomeof the weaknesses
of the analytical
method, a complete numerical solution is still
difficult to obtain by a finite element method.
Some combination of analytical and numerical
methodsmay prove more fruitful for future study.
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Solution

for Elastic

Stress Distribution

around a Magma Reservoir

Using Boussinesq's three-function method,
Sadowskiand Sternberg (1947, 1949) and Edwards
(1951) obtained an exact solution for the distribution of stress around a prolate cavity in an
infinite, homogenous,isotropicelastic body which
is considered to be in an arbitrary uniform state
of stress at an infinite distance from the cavity.

Koide
Edwards'

(1968, 1970, 1972) further developed
solution

into

a more

convenient

form

for calculation and applied the solution for the
study of development of fractures. Stress distribution around spheroidal magma reservoir was
obtained by using a solution following Koide's
modified equation (1972). Only a part of the
theoretical solution relevant

ZI
FIG.

1.

Diagrammatic representationof prolate magma
body and its coordinate system.

described here.
A cartesian coordinate

to this study is

is determined

in a manner

such that the origin of the coordinate is in the
center of the magma reservoir and the Z-axis
coincides with the longest (vertical) axis (of
rotation) of prolate magma body (Fig. 1). A
prolate spheroidalcoordinateis taken as follows:

level of the lithosphere. Becauseof this, we have
assumedthe magma reservoir to be an elongated
spheroid, whose vertical section (with the long
axis) is an ellipse and the horizontal section a
circle (Fig. 1). As the shapeof the upper part of
Z = C. cosha.cos•5= C. Cl'•
j
the magma reservoir affects the stress concentration primarily around its'apex, the vertical prolate where
magma reservoirrepresentsthe shape of an actual
q = sinha, Ct= cosha
= x/1q- q2,
stock or a cupolamore realistically than the circular
shape of the magma reservoir. Homogeneous
p = sinE, • = cos•5
= x/• -- p2.
isotropic lithostatic stress is assumedwhen there
is no effectof magma pressure(i.e., stressis homoge- When q = q0 and el0-- el0at the wall of the prolate
neousand isotropicinfinitely far from the magmatic magma reservoir, the longest diameter of the
source). This assumptionis valid, as actual field reservoir along the Z-axis, H = 2Cc10,and the
measurements
of stresses have shown them to be
shortest diameter perpendicular to the Z-axis,
nearly isotropic,and horizontal stresseswere found D = 2Cq0.
Stressesat any point in the surroundingrock
to be almost equal to the overburden rock pressure
(Suzuki et al., 1967; Hast, 1973). As magma body are expressedas •, •, •,, r•, r•,, r,• along
pressure and horizontal confining stress affect the spheroidalcoordinate. v• is the normal stress
stress concentration primarily around the apex which acts parallel to the a-axis of the prolate
of a magma reservoir, isotropic lithostatic stress spheroidalcoordinate. r• is the tangential stress

X = C.sinha.
sin/5.
cos'r
= C.q-p.cos'r]

Y= C.sinha.sin•5-sin-r
--C.q.p.sin-r•
(1)
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which acts along the plane normal to the direction sure. We also assumedisotropic lithostatic stress
of a-axis and parallel to the •5-axisor vice versa. (a• = a• = at = al;and r• = r•t = rt• = 0 where
a• is the stress normal to the wall of the magma al = lithostatic stress).
reservoir. Then the boundary condition is a• = P,
At an arbitrary point in the surroundingrock,
r• = rat = 0 at q = q0, where P = magma pres- stresses are obtained as follows:

O'a
= al-JF
{a•hS•.
q-a2hS2.
q-(q2-q0•)a•hS•.}'(al
_-P)/D•]
at5
= alq-{a•hS•$
q-a2hS2t5
q-(q•-- q02)a•hSaa}
ß(al-- P)/D• /

a,= al+ {a•hS•,
+ a•hS•,
+ (q•--q0•)a•hSa,}
ß(al--P)/D••

(2)

r•a
=at+{a•hS•a
+a•hS•a
+(q•
--q0•)a•hSa•a}
ß(ffl
--P)/D•]
where • = Poisson'sratio of surrounding rocks

h = 1/4q•+p•,
D• =
alh =
S• =
S•a =
=
S•
S•

Q = 1-q-coth-•q, h0= 1/4q0•+p•,

Q0= 1-q0-coth-•q0,

4{--(1 + •)q0aQ0
• + q0•Q0[2(1-- •) + 3q0• + 1 -- • + q0•}/q0q0
•,
-2(3q0•Q0 + 1), a2h= 2E(1 + v)q0•Q0+ v-I,
- (1 q- v)ct(1q- q•Q)/q• q- 3ct/q• + h•qE• + (1 + v)q•Q-],
(1 + •)(1 + q2Q)/q- h•qE2 + • + (1 + •)q•Q-1,
I--2 + •- (1 - 2•)q2-]/q•q- (1 + •)Q/ct- 2•h2,(•

= -h2pp['• q- (1 q- •)q•Q']/q,

= (1-

q•)/q•q-

(1 + 3q•)Q/q + h•q(1 + 3q2Q),

S• = 1/q + (2 + 3q•)Q/q -- h•Cl(1+ 3q•Q),

= -1/q•ct- Q/q, s2• = -h•p•(1 q- 3q•Q)/q,
= -h•Cl/q • -- h4(]., S:•t5
-- h4(]., Sat = h2Cl/q
•,
= -- h4p•/q.
Stress Distribution around a Magma Reservoir

plane under conditionsof generallithostatic stress

can be obtained from the value(s) of stress in
Stressdistributionsaroundprolate magmabodies Figure 2 as follows:

of aspectratios (D :H) as 1:1.4, 1:10, and 1:100
have beencalculated using Equation (2). In Figure
2, stress distributions are shown in the radial
(vertical) plane which contains the Z-axis of

a•(general)= al q- (al-

P)a•(/xP = -- 1)

(3)

The directions of a• are indicated by short straight

lines in Figure 2. The contoursin Figures2B, D,
F denote the maximum shearing stresswithin the
radial plane r• = (a•- a•)/2, when the excess
magma pressure (/xp) is --1 kb. The value(s)
of
maximumshearingstresswithin the radial plane
distribution is also axially symmetric; thus stress
under
general lithostatic stressconditionscan be
distribution can be representedin a radial plane.
In Equation (2), the direction of at is normal to the obtained from the value(s) in Figure 2 as follows:
radial plane. As r•t-- rt•= 0, at is one of the
tin(general) = (a•- P)rm(AP = -- 1) (4)
principal stresses,as the two other principal
stresses(a• and a•) are determinedby a•, aa, and CaseI. Stressdistributionaround a near-spherical
r•, the directionsof which lie within the radial magma body

rotation of a prolate magma body. If the body is
vertical, the indicated radial plane is also vertical.
As the shape of the magma body and boundary
condition(s) are axially symmetric, total stress

plane.
Contours in Figures 2A, C, E denote maximum
tensile stress (a•kb) within the radial plane,

The magma reservoir of aspect ratio 1:1.4 is
nearly sphericalin shape (Fig. 2). Contours are
also nearly circular, but stress is higher around
when the excessmagma pressure
is -1 kb and lithostatic stress (al) is negligible. the apical area. The highesttensilestress-0.738
The value(s) of maximum stresswithin the radial kb occursin the surroundingrocks just above the
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FIG. 2. Contour diagrams(in kb) in radial (vertical) sectionaroundprolate magmareservoirsof stressconcentration, due to excessmagma pressure(/Xp= p--v•=- ! kb). Only the contoursaround the apex of the magma body
are shownin FiguresA to E. The minimumdiameterof the magmareservoiris indicatedas unit length.The stress
componentsparallel to the radial sectionare shownin FiguresA to E. The uniformlithostaticstressis neglected.
All normal stressesare tensilewithin the funnel-shapedsurface(V.T.) in Figures C and E when lithostatic stressis
zero.Shortstraightlinesin A, C, and E indicatethe directionsof the minimumstress(v2)parallelto the radial section.
Poisson's ratio v = 0.3.

A. Maximum stress(•) parallel to the radial sectionaround a magmareservoirof aspectratio 1: t.4.
B. Maximum shearingstress(rm) parallelto the radial sectionarounda magmareservoirof aspectratio 1:1.4.
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C. Maximum stress (•,) parallel to the radial sectionaround a magma reservoir of aspect ratio 1:10.
D. Maximum shearingstress(rm) parallel to the radial sectionaround a magma reservoirof aspect ratio 1:10.
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apex of the magma reservoir (A). The pattern gated prolate magma bodies of various aspect
of stressdirection(s) of a2 are almost radial. At ratios (1:1.4, 1:10, etc.), stress distribution in
the wall of the magmareservoir,the directionof a•. elasticrocks,and developmentof probablefracture

is normalto the wall and the valueof a2is always patterns in the surrounding country rocks (in
--1 kb. The highest shearingstress0.869 kb which ore mineral concentrates)due to an excess
occursat the apex of the magma reservoir. As a

magma pressure (Fig. 3), are more natural and

generalrule, if the shapeof the magmareserviorßapplicable to a wide range of casesas well as to
is spherical, contours for stressdistribution will be mesothermalore depositsassociatedwith igneous
circular, and the pattern(s) of stress directions intrusion(s).

of a• will beradial. In naturea verticallyelongated
magma body (the caseswe have consideredfor our

analyses,suchas 1:1.4) is more a realisticshape
than a sphere. Piecemeal stoping above an
emplacedmagma body, in addition to higher
effectivestress,wouldtendto makeevena spherical
magmareservoirinto an elongated,prolatespheroid.
It is noteworthythat the stresspattern(s) around
a near-sphericalmagmabody (aspectratio 1:1.4)
is comparableto the stresspattern(s)'obtainedby
Anderson(1936)for a magmabodyof similarshape.
In Figure 3A, stressdistributionaround a prolate
magma reservoir of aspect ratio 1:1.4 is shown

under the lithostatic pressureof --1 kb. The
lithostaticpressureof -1 kb corresponds
to' the
overburdenrock pressureof roughlythe depth of
4 km. Althoughthe exact depth of intrusionof
magmaat the time of fracturingand emplacement
of orebodiesis impossibleto determine, the field
evidence indicates that most of the intrusives,
around which there are important orebodies,
probably crystallizedat depths greater than 1.5
km (Bateman, 1951, p. 88). Gilluly (1946)
estimated the depth of crystallization of Cornelia
quartz monzonite,acting as a hostfor the porphyry
copperdepositof Ajo, Arizona, to be 1 to 3.3 km.
Ishihara's (1967) estimationfor the Questa,New
Mexico, molybdenum deposit, is 1 to 1.6 km.
Yokoyama (1971, 1974) estimatedthe depth of
magmatic intrusion, in areas of major volcanic
activity, to be in the order of 2 to 6 km (average
of 4 km) from his study of crustal movement

Case II. Stressdistribution around a magma body
with increasingaspectratio

As we pointed out earlier, the size, shape, and
depth of intrusion of magma bodiesvary greatly
in nature and are hard to estimate. A magma
reservoir,due to higher effective (tectonic) stress,
piecemeal and convective stoping (Bhattacharji
and Schleifer, 1970), could grow progressively,
vertically, in situ even after emplacement. Therefore, it is important to consider the effects of
intrusionsof magma bodiesof various or increasing
aspect ratios which may cause different stress
distributions in the surrounding country rock(s).
This variation may produce different and new
fracture patterns, or may influence previous fracture patterns, thus affecting the localization of ore
minerals. Here we are presentingthe summary of
the results of our analysis of vertical prolate
magma bodies of aspect ratios 1:10 and 1:100
(Figs. 2C-F). One could consider the results of
our analyses for stress distribution and fracture
patterns due to individual, discrete magma bodies
of different aspect ratios, or due to a magma body
of progressivelyincreasingaspect ratio from 1:10
ko 1:100 in the vertical direction of intrusion.

Near the apex of magma reservoirs, stress
contours are almost arcuate, and directions of a•

dip inward or are vertical along the extension of
the central axis of the magma reservoir. Patterns
of stress distribution near the apex of elongated
duringvolcanic
activity. It is interesting
to note-'.magma reservoirs of aspect ratios 1:10 and 1:100
that the depth of 4 km correspondsto -1 kb are similar to that of a near-sphericalmagma body
lithostaticpressure,and approximatesthe depth of aspect ratio 1:1.4, although stressconcentration
is much higher (Fig. 2). At the apex of a magma
of formationof mesothermalore deposits(•1.7
to 6.7 km) (Ridge, 1968). Recently, Aramaki reservoirof aspectratio 1:10, the highestmaximum
(1971) has shownfrom his hydrothermalexperi- tensileand shearingstressesare 1.379 and 1.191 kb,
ments the stability of coexistingminerals (quartz, respectively,while for a body of aspectratio 1: 100,
plagioclase,etc.), liquid, and gas phasesin the they are 1.428 kb (tensile stress) and 1.214 kb
range of magma pressure of 1.6 to 1.9 kb for (shearing stress). Inside a funnel-shapedsurface
in Figures 2C, E, far above the magma reservoirs,
materials of composition of pumice from Aira
the contours for ax are slightly concave upward;
Caldera,Japan. Roberts(1970)hasalsosuggested while the upward concavity of contours for rm
an excessmagma pressure (i.e., /•P = P - el) is more apparent in Figures 2D, F. Directions of
to be about-1 kb for basalticmagmaat a depth a• are vertical along the central axis of the magma
of 5 to 10 km. Thus, the exampleswe ha9e pre- reservoirand along a funnel-shapedsurface (Figs.
sented here, namely, intrusion of vertically elon- 2C, E). On plan view, the funnel-shapedsurface
.

FRACTURESAROUND MAGMATIC INTRUSIONS
appears circular because it is axially symmetric.
a•.-directionsdip inward outside the funnel-shaped
fracture surface and dip outward at steep angles
inside it (Figs. 2C, E). The dip of the upwardly
concave funnel-shaped surface varies with height
(with the vertical direction of as), but the average
dip angles of 58ø and 50ø with the vertical stress
(as) axis for the funnel-shaped fracture surface
are estimated for magma bodies of aspect ratios
1:10 and 1:100, respectively. The stress (•) is
three-dimensionallytensile inside the funnel-shaped
surface (V.T. in Figs. 2C, E). The funnel-shaped
surface (V.T.) dips inward at anglesof about 55ø
and 40ø for magma bodies of aspect ratios 1:10
and 1:100, respectively. The occurrence of a
tensile zone above a magma reservoir due to
intrusive pressure of magma may appear paradoxical. However, the wall of a vertically elongated
magma reservoir has a force component that is
larger horizontally than vertically. This will tend
to enlarge the magma reservoir in the lateral
direction, thereby producing tensile stress instead
of compresslyestressin the surroundingrock at the
apical zone of the magma reservoir; this would
produce wedging action more readily than lifting
its top. This horizontal extensionin and around
a deeper level magma reservoir producesa threedimensional extension above it.

Therefore, for a

more elongated magma reservoir of aspect ratio
1:100, there will be a greater tendencyfor extension
inside the funnel-shapedsurface (above the magma
reservoir), although the patterns of stressconcentration for bodies of aspect ratios 1:10 and 1:100
are very similar. The similarity of stress concentration (Figs. 2C-E) is due to the similarity of
shapes of the apex of magma reservoirs of aspect
ratios 1:10 and 1:100.

It is to be noted, however,

that for magma reservoirsof aspect ratio less than
1:10

the extent

of the area of stress concentration

is approximately proportional to the radius of
curvature of the apex of slender, prolate magma
reservoirs. It is also noteworthy that in a vertically
elongated magma reservoir, lithostatic stress,
magma pressure, and effective stress can change
(or vary) with depth. Thus, a general buildup of
magma pressurewould lead to horizontal stretching of the magma reservoir, resulting in extension
into the rock(s) above it and concomitant wedging
(and intrusion) of magma.
The principal stress (v,) for a prolate magma
reservoir of aspect ratio 1:100 (acting perpendicular to the radial plane) is shown in Figure 3 by
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sphericalmagmabodiesof aspectratio 1:1.4 (Fig.
3). However, inside the funnel-shapedfractured
surface (C.F.), a, is higher than ax. The valuesof
ax and a, are equal along the (vertical) central
axis of magma reservoir and along the funnelshaped surface (C.F.). The stressanalysespresented here (Fig. 3) are most applicable to cases
due to magma bodiesof small diameter, although
they could be applied to approximate estimation
of stressdistributionsand possiblefracture patterns
in country rocksdue to largemagmareservoirs.

Criteria for Modes of Fracturing and Effects of
Interstitial Fluid Pressure on Fracturing

Fracture openingsprovide passagefor the easy
migration of hydrothermal fluids and sites for
ore mineral deposition; the patterns of the fractures, however, control the structure of the orebodies.

Probable

stress

distributions

around

magma bodiesdiscussedso far indicate only likely
fracture patterns. However, whether such fracturing would actually occur and ore minerals would
concentrate there would depend largely on the
condition of stress. Hence, a short summary of the
criteria of fracturing would help our discussionon
ore mineral depositionin various types of fractures.
Robsonand Barr (196z•)assumedthe CoulombNavier criterion from shear fracture, and Roberts

(1970) used the Griffith theory for determining
the conditionsof fracturing. The Griffith theory
is applicableto brittle fracturing and indicateshow
fractures propagate. However, Griffith cracks
which, in Griffith theory, are assumedto pre-exist
before fracturing, generally close under high
compressivestress (Koide, 1968, 1972). In our
analysis, we have recognized three probable types
(or zones) of fracturing. Occurrence and continuity of tension fractures in the immediate
vicinity of the periphery of the magma reservoir
is possible when effective tensile stress is higher
than

critical

tensile

stress.

Critical

tensile

stress

is usually very small under natural conditions in a
large rock body, as such a rock may contain
numerous planes of weaknesswhich act as distinct
Griffith

cracks under

effective

tensile

stress.

If

we assume critical tensile stress to be practically
zero, continuous tension fractures can occur under

the followingcondition:

a--p>0

(5)

The occurrence of a brittle fault zone succeeding

brokenlines. Heretheprincipalstre•sv,, outside tensile fracture would indicate the propagation of
the funnel-shapedfracture surface (C.F.), is higher Griffith cracks under compressivestress. Therethan the maximum stress • acting within the fore, they are predominantly tensilefractures. The
radial plane; in this respect it is similar to near- continuationof the openingof suchfracturesunder
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F•G. $. Stressdistribution around small prolate magma reservoirsdue to magma
pressureof --2 kb at the apexand lithostaticstressof -1 kb (corresponding
to pressure
at a depth of 4 km). Solid linesindicatecontoursfor maximum stress(•) parallelto the
radial section,and broken lines indicate contoursfor the principal stress (•,) perpendicular to it. The unit of scale is arbitrary.

A. Near-spherical magma reservoir of aspect ratio 1:1.4.
B. Vertically elongated prolate magma reservoir of aspect ratio 1:100. Within the
funnel-shapedsurface(C.F.) the maximumstress(•:) is higherthan principalstress(%).
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However, interstitial hydrothermalfluid pressure
may approachlithostatic pressureunder impermeable cap rock (Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Roberts,
1972). During the intrusionof magma, interstitial
hydrothermal fluid pressuremay build up by such
processesas (1) compressionof released superoccur under high shearing stress when:
heated or hydrothermal fluid during intrusion of
r > -#(vp).-'(v-p
< 0)
(6) magma, (2) expansionof groundwater with rising
temperature in sealed water reservoir, (3) emanawhere
tion of high pressurejuvenile hydrothermal fluids
from magma, and (4) differenceof specificgravity
between high temperature hydrothermal fluid and
• =
2G
Tin(1- v)'
low temperature ground water or host rocks. The
v is Poisson'sratio, G is rigidity, and Tm is ideal last two processes
seemto be moreimportant in the
tensile strength of the rock (Koide, 1972; Koide upper part of the crust becauseof the predominance

compressivestress can be understoodbecausea
local field of tensile stress develops due to stress
concentration near the tips of the Griffith cracks
induced by shearingstress (Griffith, 1925). Extension and propagation of Griffith cracks can only

(2-v)(1
- v).•/1
+ 2G

et al., 1974).
of convective circulation of meteoritic water around
Under high compressivestress, if the shearing shallow igneous stocks (White, 1968; Sheppard
stress(r) that developsis lower than that indicated et al., 1969; Taylor, 1971). Due to high temperaby the criteria of Equation (6), microfractures tures in the vicinity of magma pools, upward flow
originate from grain boundariesor various planes and strongcirculationof low density hydrothermal
of weaknessinstead of open Griffith cracks. Such fluid could be a dominant mechanism.
In this
a system of microfracturesmay be called ductile circulation process,if ground water flows down at
faults. However, such faults are not important the periphery of a magma body and attains a
in this study as they are not continuously open temperature higher than 550øC (Taylor, 1971),
fractures. A "no fracture zone" which appears the resultant upward-moving low density hydroadjacent to and outside of the brittle fault zone thermal fluids can easily attain a pressurealmost
at shallow depth has no significancefor ore mineral equal to lithostatic pressure. Hence, for our
localization.
analytical models, 90 percent hydrothermal fluid
Continuoustensile fractures generally provide a pressurearound magma reservoirsis assumed.
good passagefor magmas as well as for hydrothermal fluids. However, small, discontinuous
Possible Fracture
Patterns
around a Prolate
tensile fractures formed under compressivestress
Magma Body
from Griffith cracks or planes of weakness can
Stressdistribution around a small prolate magma
align themselvesin en echelon pattern to form a
shear fault zone in a later stage of deformation reservoir of aspect ratios of 1:1.4 and 1:100 in a
(Koide, 1971). The brittle fault zone is composed depth of about 4 km is shown in Figure 3. Here
predominantly of tensile fractures; however, shear the ratio of magma pressureto lithostatic stressis
fractures may also form in this zone. The opening 2:1 (i.e., --2 kb: --! kb), and an average interof this fault zone at the outer rim of the magma stitial hydrothermal pressure of -0.9 kb around
reservoir makes an excellent site for the localization
the magma reservoir is assumed.
The zonal distribution
of fractures around such
of hydrothermal solutions.
In deformed rocks, with intense fracturing and magma bodies is obtained by using the nature of
increasing dilatancy, porosity and permeability stress distribution and the criteria for the mode of
increasegreatly when the interstitial fluid pressure fracturing; it is shown in Figure 4. If the Griffith
approachesthat of the lithostatic pressure;that is, cracks or planes of weaknessdistribute themselves
when the effective stress is almost zero (Handin in all directions, the criteria for mode of fracturing
et al., 1963). In general, interstitial hydrothermal may also be applied for all directions. In Figure 4,
fluids find easier and more permeable passagein the solid lines labeled EO indicate the boundaries
continuous tension fractures and less in the brittle
along which the effective stressis zero in the direcfault zone. Magma, on the other hand, can tion of maximum stress within the radial plane.
penetrate only continuous tension fractures and The broken lines labeled EO' indicate the boundwide-openbrittle fracture zoneswhen they become aries along which effective stress is zero perpendirectly connectedwith the magma reservoirat the dicular to the radial plane. The solid and broken
late phase of fracturing. At shallow depths, lines labeled B or B' are boundaries for brittle faults
interstitial hydrothermal fluid pressureis ordinarily as establishedfollowingEquation (6). Continuous
equal to the overburden pressureof ground-water radial tensionfractures, parallel to the radial plane
column.
(i.e., the plane of figure), occur in regionslabeled
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Fro. 1. Diagrammatic sketch for zonal distribution of modes of fractures around a prolate
magma reservoir (for magma pressure -2 kb, lithostatic stress --1 kb, and hydrothermal fluid
pressure--0.9 kb). BO and BO' represent the possibleextent of concentric and radial continuous
tension fractures, respectively. B and B' respectively represent possibleextent of concentric and
radial brittle faults. RT, CT, RS, and CS denote zones of radial continuous tension fractures,
concentric continuous tension fractures, radial brittle faults, and concentric brittle faults. The
initial symbols •such as RT.CT) denote the predominant mode of fractures. The unit of scale is
arbitrary.
A. Nearly spherical magma reservoir of aspect ratio
B. Vertically elongatedmagma reservoir oJ aspect ratio 1:100.
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RT.CT and RT.CS (Fig. 4). Concentric (generally continuous) tension fractures also occur
perpendicularto the direction of maximum stress
• (i.e., normal to the plane of figure), in the region
of RT.CT (Fig. 2). In this region radial tension
fractures are formed prior to concentric fractures,
as the stress •, (normal to the plane of figure) is
larger than the stress•. As a result, radial tensile
fractures predominate, while arcuate, segmented
concentric fractures occur in the restricted region
of RT.CT (Fig. 5) without forming complete
rings. In the region RT.CS, concentric brittle
faults also occur along with predominant radial
tensile fractures. However, in region RS only
radial

brittle

faults

occur.

Radial

brittle

faults

are generally oriented at 30ø to 45ø to the radial
plane, while the concentric brittle faults are
perpendicularto the radial plane. In natural cases
these orientations could, however, vary to some
extent, depending upon the rock's inhomogeneity
and other physicalproperties.It is to be noted that
no ductile

faults occur under such conditions.

FIG. 5. Possiblefracture pattern around a near-spherical
prolate magma reservoir due to magma pressure higher than

The zonal distributions of fracture patterns lithostatic stress.
around a vertically elongated magma body (i.e.,
of the aspect ratio 1:10 or 1:100) are more complicated than those around a near-spherical magma effective normal stress reaches a critical value. If
chamber. For a vertically elongatedmagma body, the ratio P/• for magma reservoir pressureto
the probablefractures,occurringin sequencein the lithostatic stressand the ratio p/• for interstitial
upper part from the walls to the outside of the fluid pressureto lithostatic stress (Eq. 5 and 6)
reservoir, are RT.CT, RT-CS, RS.CS, and RS, remainsthe same,it is to be notedthat the positions
respectively(Fig. 4B). This sequenceis similar to of boundary lines of EO (tensile fractures) and B
that around a near-sphericalmagma body. How- (brittle shear fractures) would be the same. The
ever, in the lower part of the elongated magma position of the funnel-shapedsurface (C.F.) will
reservoir, only radial tension fractures (RT) be unaffectedby stressconditions,as it is controlled
appear insteadof RS. CS. Ductile faults may also by the apical shapeof the magma reservoir. The
occur outside of RS or CS regions in the lower formation of ductile faults under high interstitial
part. However, the region of ductile faults hardly fluid pressureis negligible.
appearsin Figure4B. The narrowregionof RT. CT
If the interstitial fluid and magma pressuresare
would extend downward along the walls of the relatively small compared to the lithostatic stress,
magma reservoir where magma pressureis equiv- the area of brittle fractures around the vertically
alent to effectiveinterstitial fluid pressurenear the elongated magma reservoir does not extend far
walls. Unlike the caseof a near-sphericalmagma enoughto reach the funnel-shapedsurface (C.F.)
reservoir, concentricfractures here predominate in at the top of the magma reservoir. As a result, the
regionsCT. RT and CS. RS and in a narrow region predominant fracture patterns are radial fractures
of CT.RS and CS above the magma reservoir accompanyinga few segmentedconcentric fractures,
(Fig. 4). This is due to higher magnitude of similar to near-sphericalmagma body (Fig. 6A).
maximum stress• (within the radial plane) over If, however,magmaand interstitial fluid pressures
•, (acting normal to the radial plane) inside a become large compared to lithostatic stress, the
funnel-shaped surface (C.F.) (Fig. 3B). The zone of brittle fractures then extends toward the
tensionfracturesinsidethe funnel-shapedfracture funnel-shapedfracture surface (Fig. 4B). This
surface (C.F.) are near-vertical, as •2 direction is resultsin the formationof tensilefracturesvertically
almost vertical. The boundary line EO, on which upwardfrom the apicalend of the magmareservoir,
effective stressis zero, denotesa possibleextension as well as in lateral directions. If such tensile
of continuoustensilefractures. The boundary line fracturesreach far enoughupward into the funnelB indicates the possible extent of brittle shear shaped surface (C.F.), concentric fractures then
fracture, as the ratio of shearingstress (r/•) to predominate over radial fractures. Tensile frac-
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FIG. 6. Possible
development
of fracturepatternsarounda verticallyelongatedprolatemagmareservoirdue to progressive
increaseof magmaand hydrothermalfluid pressures
shownin sequence
of A and B.
A. Formationof predominantradial fracturesat an initial phaseof intrusionwhen magmaand hydrothermalfluid pressures
are relatively low (but higher than lithostatic stress).

B. Predominantconcentricand peripheralradial fracture patterns due to the increaseof magma and hydrothermalfluid
pressures.Note the formation of funnel-shapednormal faults and en echelonconcentrictensionfractures.
tures in such cases tend to shift outward

and form

en echelon concentric tension fractures (Fig. 6B)
as stress contours and boundary lines of fractures
becomeflat or concave upward (Figs. 2 to 4). If
deformation progresses further, en echelon concentric brittle faulted segments may continue to
form complete faulted rings (as appear in plan
view). Some faults also appear as funnel-shaped
normal faults (Fig. 6B). For bodies of aspect
ratios 1:100 and 1:10, the computed dips of
funnel-shaped normal faults above the magma
reservoirs appear to be 50ø and 60ø, respectively
(Fig. 2), although the general range of dips may
vary between 45ø to 60ø. Displacement along the
normal faults in the central region of the funnelshaped fracture zone (immediately above the apex
of the magma reservoir) may produce some subsidence compared to the peripheral region. It is
interesting to note that the distribution of elastic
displacement indicates wide domal uplift above
magma intrusion, but an area of relative subsidence
commonly occursin the center of the domal uplift,
as indicated from our theoretical analyses (Bhatta-

charji and Koide, in prep.). The formation of
central graben in a domal uplift, as observed in
many areas of recent magmatic activities, or undergroundcalderasubsidence
abovedeepseatedmagma
rise (intrusion) are also indicated by the existence
of vertical extensional stress above a vertically
elongated magma reservoir (Fig. 2) from our
analyses.
At shallower depths, the lithostatic load is
relatively less. As a result, the zone of fractures
extends upward and outward. For an elongated
magma body intruded at a shallow depth (i.e.,
closer to the surface), the general distribution of
fracture patterns will still be similar, as shown in
Figure 4.
Discussion

We have shown from our theoretical analyses,
with a three-dimensionalsolution of elasticity and
using the criteria of fracturing of rocks, the conditions and regions of formation of (1) dominant
radial fractures, (2) dominant concentricfractures,
or combination of radial and concentric fractures,
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the ring fault zone (Burbank and Luedke, 1968).
Radial fracturespredominateoutsidethe rim of the
ring fault zone, and many radial fractures are
actually dikes. Most of the productive veins of
silver-gold-lead-zinc ore occupy tension fractures
the North American
Cordillera.
We will discuss
radial to the cauldron rim (Burbank and Luedke,
here only a few typical examples of ore-bearing 1968). Someveins follow the wall (s) of dikes, while
fracture systems whose origin can be correlated some others occupy both diagonal and concentric
with magmatic intrusion(s) at depth.
fractures. Higher temperature minerals were
The system of radial and concentric fractures, depositedclosestto the rim ring fault zone which
faults, and dikes around Silverton cauldron, San seems to have been the trunk channel for ore
Juan Mountains, Colorado, is in good agreement solutions (Wisser, 1960, p. 35). The cauldron
with the predicted fracture patterns above a rim fault zone is intruded in some places with
vertically elongatedmagma reservoir (Fig. 7). The large numbers of siliceous volcanic intrusives.
circular block of Silverton cauldron shows subsiWisser (1960) consideredthat the Silverton fracture
denceof 300 to 800 m along closelyspacedvertical pattern owed its origin to broad doming. Our
to steeply inward-dippingformal faults composing analyses suggest that the origin of ore-bearing

and (3) conditions for formation of central subsidence (or graben) in a domal uplift related to
intrusionsof magma bodiesof various aspectratios.
Wisser (1960) has given many examples of ore
deposits associated with such fracture systems in

..%.%

FIG. 7. Fracture patterns around Silverton cauldron, Colorado (after Burbank
and Luedke, 1968). Note the similaritiesof thesefracturepatternsto the predicted
fracture patternsdue to an elongatedprolate magmabody at depth (Fig. 6B).
Central block boundedby ring fault zone (heavy lines)showssubsidence
and radial
dikesand veins (light lines)predominantat the margin.Largerintrusivebodiesand
volcanicpipesoutcropin the peripheryof the ring fault zones.
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Silverton fracture patterns is directly related to vertical tension fractures due to the upward
the wedging of vertically elongated magmatic pressure of magma. Although the block inside
intrusion rather than to broad doming. Con- the ring fracture may subside,this does not necestinuous tension fractures, which contain veins or
dikes, indicate that their formation is related to

sarily mean lower magma pressure. Our analysis
suggeststhat ring dikes are formed by magma

high magmatic and interstitial fluid pressures. It
appears that there was sufficiently high pressure
to keep the fractures open for the depositionof vein
minerals. The Silverton cauldron is connected by
the Eureka graben zone with the Lake City
cauldron, which also has ore-bearing veins in the
periphery of its rim fault zone. The occurrenceof
graben suggestsa close relation of both cupolas.

wedging into (almost) vertical concentricfractures
above the vertically elongated cupola under high
magma pressures. Cone sheetsin the central part
are formed by magma occupyinga funnel-shaped
normal fault zone above the cupola. However,
someconesheetsmay form by magmafilling in low-

The

total

diameter

of 16 km

for both

Silverton

angle tensionfracturesin the peripheralregion(s)
(Figs. 5 and 6).
A recent study of resurgent cauldrons (Smith

and Lake City caldera suggests the presence and Bailey, 1968) suggests
that regionaltumescence
(existence) of the top of cupolas at a depth of and the propagation of ring and radial fractures
about 8 km. Radial veins and dikes, as observed with possibleapical graben subsidenceoccurredat
around

some small

intrusives

near

the

Silverton

the first stage of the resurgent cauldron cycle.
cauldron (Burbank and Luedke, 1968) are, accord- Ring fracture volcanism is prominent in both the
ing to our analyses, originally radial fractures now beginning and later stages of resurgent doming.
forming veins and dikes around small spheroidal Smith and Bailey (1968) suggest that there is
"secondary" magma reservoirs. Alternatively, evidence of cauldron formation in some central
they may have formed at the flank of small cupolas. vent volcanoes, and that concentric fractures
Most important mineralized areas in the central existed prior to subsidence. Such observationsand
San Juan Mountains, Colorado, are also associated interpretations are in accord with our analyses.
with the latest subsidence structure in a large We suggestthat undergroundcauldron subsidence
volcanic caldera complex (Steven, 1968). Regional occursalongfunnel-shaped
normalfaults (Fig. 6B)
gravity studies suggestthe presenceof a concealed above the vertically elongated magma cupola
batholith genetically related to a near-surface under higher magma and interstitial hydrothermal
caldera complex now underlying much of the area fluid pressurescompared to lithostatic pressure.
covered by volcanic rocks (Plouff and Pakiser, If funnel-shapednormal faults reach to the surface,
1972). The depth to the top of the batholith surface cauldron subsidence will also occur. Accordranges from less than 2 km to 7 km beneath the ing to our interpretation, subsidence is caused
surface. In the Sunlight mining district, Wyoming primarily by lateral stretching (i.e., spreading or
(Parsons, 1937), predominant radial fractures widening) of the underlyingmain magma reservoir.
accompany discontinuous concentric fractures. Later cauldron subsidence can occur due to reducMany mineralizedveins filled reopenedolder radial tion of magmapressure. Suchsubsidencegenerally
and concentric•,•.fractures
and dikes, causedby occursalong fractures formed previously by excess
slight, continued, or resumed uprise of magma magma pressure. If mafic (basaltic) magmas
(Wisser, 1960). Such fracture patterns filled by intrude into a funnel-shapedunderground subsivein minerals and their relation to spheroidalbodies dence chamber, funnel-shapedmagma bodies are
at different depths are predicted from our theo- formed, which may act as "secondary"sourcesfor
retical analyses.
basaltsin the crust, and with in situ crystallization

Accordingto our analysesand interpretation, and differentiation, can later form stratiform
the

caldera

subsidence

and

dominant

concentric

fractures, such as in the San Juan Mountains, are
related to intrusion(s) of vertically elongated
magma cupolasand high magma and hydrothermal
fluid pressures. Thus, our interpretation differs
from Anderson's original contention (1936) that
caldera subsidence and outwardly dipping ring
fractures result from magma reservoir pressure

layered intrusion (Bhattacharji and Koide, 1974).
If a felsic magma intrudes in such a subsided
chamber closeto the surface,it may act as a large
"secondary" pool in the crust for rhyolite volcanism and/or as a source material for many
mineral deposits associatedwith felsic (rhyolitic)
rock (Bhattacharji and Koide, in prep.). It is
interesting to note that a large number of copper

beinglower than lithostatic pressure. Our interpretations are in accord with Billings' (1943, 1945)
conclusion from his study of ring dikes in New
Hampshire that initial ring fractures are essentially

shaped rhyolitic body in the Ashio mine, Japan
(Imai et al., 1975, fig. 27). These deposits may
be geneticallyrelated to late Cretaceousor early

veins are located

in and around

such a funnle-
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Tertiary granitic rock which may exist as a cryptobatholith underneath the funnel-shaped rhyolitic
body (Imai, 1966). In the Ashio mine (Imai
et al., 1975, Figs. 30, 31), an arcuate brecciated
normal fault zone also exists almost parallel to
the periphery of a funnel-shapedrhyolitic body.
This fault zone is partly mineralized, and re-
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placement orebodies also occur in chert beds. It
appears that the arcuate brecciated fault zone is
a remnant of original funnel-shapednormal faults.

Although the primary mineralization took place
during the later phase when the rhyolite was

almostsolidified,
fracturing,
subsidence,
andearly
mineralization seem to be related directly to a
series of igneous activity. The veins in Ikuno
mine, Japan, also formed in a rhyolitic body
which occupiedan area of probable caldera subsidence(Imai, 1966). The famousveinsin Cripple
Creek mining district, Colorado (Lindgren, 1928;
Lovering and Goddard, 1950), the veins of Potosi
mine, Bolivia (Bateman, 1951, p. 470)i etc., are
also situated in and around funnel-shapedbreccia
or rhyolitic bodies.
As we pointed out earlier, stresswill be axially
symmetric along the central axis of the prolate
magma body and along the funnel-shapedfracture

Fro. 8. Diagrammatic sketch of the horizontal zonal
distribution of fracturesabove a vertically elongate•tprola[•i
magma reservoir. Note the sequenceof zonesof pipe, concen,•
tric, and radial fractures from the axis outward.

of fractures (namely, continuous tension fractuf•

zone,brittle fracturezone,and ri•3fault.zone)'
would largely control the temperaturegradient,.
outward flow of hydrothermal fluidõ, and the

resultant chemical zoning and alterationl The

types of fractures, mineral and hydrothermal
zoning as observedin Climax molybdenumdeposit

from
surface(C.F. Fig. 3), becausemaximumprincipal (Wallaceet al., 1968)canbe explained
predicted
'zoning
of
fractures
as
a
result
of instress(v•), actin•gin the radial direction,is always

tr•usi6ns
ofelongated
magmabody. Similarzoning•
equalto perpendicular
maximum
stress
v,. Under of
hydr0thefmal alteration around a central'stock

such an axial-symmetric stresscondition, fractures
may occur in various directions, and breccia pipes are also observedin many porphyry copper.
depo'sits
(Sillitoe,1973).
:•'"
may form along the central axis or along the
Interestingly, concentric, radial, and centJral

funnel-shaped
surface(C.F.) at the peripheryof the

funnel-shaped normal fault zone above •the vertically elongatedmagmareservoir(Fig. 8). Chimney

depositsand brecciapipes (Fig. 7) are situated in
the periphery of the rim fault zone of the Silverton

grabe
n, arounda verticallyelongatedmagmal•ic
intrus!0h, that are predicted from our analysis are

alsofoundarounddiapiricintrusionsof viscous
plastic salt or similar materials (Parker and
McDowell, 1955; Holmes, 1965).

cauldron (Burbank and Luedke, 1968), while
Cresson "blow out" in Cripple Creek mining
Conclusions
district, Colorado (Loughlin, 1927; Lovering and
Stress distribution obtained from an exact soluGoddard,1950), brecciapipe depositsin Tsuchihata
mine, Japan (Imai, 1966), etc., all seem to be tion of three-dimensionaltheory of elasticity in an
central-type breccia pipes. Their 'origin appears infinite elastic rock medium around isolated
to be directly related to the axial-symmetric stress spheroidal magma reservoirs of various aspect
conditionproducedby vertically elongatedmagma ratios provides the basis for the interpretation of:
chamber(s)at depth.
the origin and nature of distributionsof ore-bearing
Many fracture patterns around stock, dome, or fracture systemsaround magmatic bodies.
areas of caldera subsidence, however, are not

The estimation

of the stress condition indicates

always axial symmetric. A symmetric shape of development of possible zonal distribution of
magmabody,anisotropichorizontaltec[onicstress, fractures from the wall of. the magma reservoir
anisotropy of the country rocks, etc., can cause the outward, in sequence of (1) continuous tension
fracture patterns 'to become asymmetric. The fracture zone, (2) brittle fault zone, and (3) no
nature of fracture patterns due to anisotropicstress fault zone. Continuous tension fractures occur
or due to a magma body with ellipti•calshape (in under effective tensile stress (v - p > 0). Brittle

planview),are the subject's.of
futU?estudy. .•

faults, which contain many tension fractures and

It is important to note that the types of zoning Open shear fractures within the fault zones, .occur
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when shearing stress overcomes internal friction model. Vein-type depositscommonly associated
(r > •(, - p)). Ductile faults, which are essen- with funnel-shapedfelsic (rhyolitic) bodies are
tially unopen fractures between a brittle fault and related to near-surface caldera subsidence.
no fault zone, are unimportant as far as ore mineral
localization is concerned.
These zonal distributions
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